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Your Freedom… Is It To Die For?

2016-07-06 09:41:45 By Mahatma Muhjesbude

It would almost be amusing, if it were not so sadly tragic, how easy it is for the POTUS to manipulate
and re-direct the minds of so many Americans who should know better.

With a nascent grass roots effort emerging to scrutinize the legality of Bureaucratic Fiat lists like the
No-Fly list now seeded and sprouting in the forest of dissident citizenry, Obama simply brought out
his two-stroke despotic weed whacker to trim us down, and made us all feel bad and guilty that we
don’t have another killing of due process add-on gun ban to the illegal ‘no-fly’ list.

Laundering the Brains of 'We, the Sheeple'

The main nonsense logic being that if they are ‘bad enough’ to not be allowed to fly, they are bad
enough not to be allowed to have a gun. But if they are THAT bad in the first place, then why aren’t
they arrested and charged accordingly?

Also our ‘honorable’ Congressional legislators just wrapped up a Broadway Stage performance in their
last session before breaking for the holiday entitled ‘Feckless Government Dysfunction’, starring the
House Democrats as comedy REPs ‘acting’ in the best interest of our Constitutional rights.

Instead of someone introducing a Declaration of War resolution against the Middle East enemy
Islamic State, which just initiated a direct guerilla attack on our American soil in Orlando, murdering
innocent civilians, in their own declaration of war on America…

The Leftist totalitarian branch of our government got into a hissy-fit to disrupt proceedings until they
got their impudent temper tantrum way to illegally eviscerate more of our 2nd/A rights from our
Constitution, along with our 4th/A rights to due process. Doubtless, we have all gone mad.

But this could fall into the ‘nothing is as it seems’ category. It might have really been a distraction
re-direction to get an ‘insider’ deal going with the Omnibus bill.

They knew they’d be hard pressed for gaining any new gun control legislation. But they wanted to try
to derail some Republican initiatives, by ‘scaring’ the Republicans into thinking they might not be able
to prevent a universal background check winning vote, or a couple of other incremental gun control.
All of these measures in their slowly but surely ultimate goal of total Australian/Canadian/UK
confiscation and disarmament agenda. They at least might get some concessions on something else
Obama can use to bolster his voting bloc…like maybe an ease up on immigration reform?

The amazing part is that some of the Republicans apparently want to do a treasonous compromise
for their personal share of the spoils.

In the recent Senate voting session John McCain, and a couple other-I-don’t-know-what-you-call-‘em,
turncoat politicians pretending to be Republicans actually voted ‘YES’ in the Senate FOR a proposal
essentially allowing the FBI to arbitrarily and capriciously snoop through anybody’s emails any time
they want for any reason WITHOUT A WARRANT!

I know Johnny Boy McCain, didn’t have a very nice stay at the Hanoi Hilton back in the day, and I
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deeply respect his service, but DUDE, did the NVA guards hit you in the head too hard too many
times? Get help, John, please?

Fortunately, all the Fascist gun control bills failed in the Senate last time, but only by a thin margin of
maybe a couple votes on some proposals! And just now the ‘enemies at the gates’ introduced yet
another new bi-partisan compromise ‘no fly-no buy’ bill in the Senate! Also supported by a RINO
Senator named Flake.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HJ_7Mhs8Shs

Video first seen on Sen. Jeff Flake.

But we didn’t elect a republican Senate and Congress majority to do what the liberal leftist Democrats
want! We hired them to STOP their totalitarian party from gaining any more ground on their path to
enslave us!

There can’t be any compromise on our freedoms? All that does is make it easier for them the next
time they slide down the slippery slope to totalitarianism? They must be stopped now!

Make sure you contact your Congressional Reps TODAY and let them know in no uncertain terms that
they had better NOT vote in ANY new anti-Second or 4th Amendment laws! Let them know you’re
concerned and will be checking how they voted!

And in Addition to Obama’s Manipulative Disinformation…

You have master liars like Rep Jim Himes, who was one of those loud mouth anti-2nd/A birdbrain who
walked-out during Speaker Ryan’s moment of silence for not pushing for more Gun Control legislation
in Congress last week. Which they insultingly maintain is the cause of, and cure for, all the world’s
problems.

In a subsequent media interview, Himes later asked the ultimate absurdity question of “why can’t it
be at least as difficult to get a gun as it is to get a driver’s license?”

Well, obviously you never owned a car, or you are just terminally cognitively afflicted, Mr. Himes,
otherwise you should know that you don’t need a NICS background check to buy a freaking car and be
subjected to ownership bans. Even if you’ve committed a serious crime WITH your car, that doesn’t
preclude you from owning cars or driving them on your own land like it does with guns, even if you
didn’t even use a gun to commit a crime.

If you are too fool to see the insidious totalitarian disarmament agenda here, Mr. Hines, then you are
too irresponsible to be trusted with legislating our future? You should resign before you irreparably
harm our country, and its liberties.

Besides being in a very different ‘Public Safety’ category, mostly concerned with personal self-defense,
guns have a completely different purpose. They are more of a private, individual concern, and the
comparison is like alligators to artichokes.

Cars are statistically far more deadly when humans are in control of them than any firearms, due,
among other things, to their ubiquitous and pervasive public social integration, and their high
capacity speed and power. Far more foot pounds of potentially deadly energy than any bullets.
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Indeed, almost every crime from murder to theft of the vehicle itself somehow likely involves a
vehicle. So that’s why vehicles should perhaps require additional training and supervision in their
function. They simply ARE MORE commonly dangerous than firearms, in complete contrast to the
specious analogy you, Mr. Himes, presented.

And, the most important thing is to note in your flawed comparison that long before there were cars,
people had the inherent uninfringed right to own firearms because cars simply won’t protect us much
against a vicious predator, human or otherwise trying to hurt us, or a tyrannical government as well
as an AR-15’s will.

Then Representative Himes persisted in mewling in affectatious public safety anguish by adding
another statement that he couldn’t understand, the profound mystery of why a fairly reasonable set
of {gun control} measures unleashed a torrent of hate, threats, and anger worthy of Dante’s ‘Ninth
Circle of Hell’ toward elected officials who speak out for reform?

Could it be that the people are really not as stupid as you think, Mr. Hines? And they get riled when
you say ‘reform’ but really mean ‘registration’ for future confiscation? Because the reality is that there
is no such thing as a ‘reasonable set of gun control measures’. They are ALL anti-liberty measures.

And that the people-even many democrats and liberals- really do understand that it’s nonsense and
patently dishonest to argue that there’s no such thing as an absolute right? If that were true, then why
even have a Constitution? We can just make millions of Old Testament ‘Torah/Tanakh’ laws and
change them anytime our leaders feel like it and be beheaded if we don’t like it?

But then it would be much worse because you can’t trust your elected officials like Himes as it is when
their buddies are so agenda corrupt that they Edit Out the fact that the Orlando terrorist murderer
announced he was a Jihadist soldier from the 911 call tapes, and who knows what else they covered
up?!

‘Please, Stop Me…Before I Kill Your Freedom Again!’

Finally, Representative Himes said that people can’t expect to own a gun anymore without gun control
reform because owning a weapon without hindrance, delay, or training… cannot trump a shooting
victim’s right to see their next birthday?

Oh, please. The nauseating stench of your phony self-righteousness wafting through the halls of
Congress is like what the first American soldiers entering the Auschwitz camp experienced.

And then-to add a sardonic barb to the insult, Himes says that most people agree with gun control
and ‘…Congress exists to reflect the will of the people.’

I hope you don’t forget that, Mr. Himes. Because I think you are wrong. I don’t believe that the
majority of true Americans want more gun control or more privacy loss.

And you can’t be ‘stopped’, Representaive Himes, because you don’t subscribe to the reality that we
are all equal in the spectrum of our creation, like Thomas and Ben put forth in the Declaration of
Independence. You and your wretched ilk believe you were created MORE equal and therefore
eminently qualified to dominate and regulate the rest of us.

So all we can do is remove you from office to prevent future violations of our civil rights in your
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obsessive compulsive quest for totalitarian control over us.

Because most free thinking liberty loving Americans don’t believe your agenda based lies, right?

I SAID, RIGHT???

Then why did a Quinnipiac poll released the other day claim that 86% percent of the people they
polled are in favor of a ‘no fly, no buy’ ban, and over 90% are in favor of universal background
checks? Why? Because I think that Quinnipiac University is a Leftist brainwashing information
manipulating POS organization and really only surveyed around 1600 people nationwide!

And if you try some demographics polling magic and happen to target Watter’s World types, and
other ignorant, delusional, mind numbed and misinformed, easily bribed and manipulated sheeple,
and you puppet string them with certain questions designed to elicit the desired response, guess
what?

You get exactly what the mainstream media likes to use to blow out of proportion chunks all over with
the help of people like Bill O’Reilly proving that he’s just as bad as Obama in many power elite ways.

He insisted that ‘universal background checks—even if they really don’t prevent crime—are not that
bad because they are not actually gun ‘registration’’ either.’ When, indeed, that’s exactly what
Universal Background checks are. They are, in fact, universal pre-confiscation registration.

Don’t believe me? I can even demonstrate it for you if you want to give me your name on your
National I.D. card, I mean your 2005 ‘Real I.D. Act’ driver’s license/State I.D. “…your papers, please?”
card.

I’ll then tell you exactly how many background checks you had and what guns you own. Or give me
the serial number of any gun you have that may have been bought through a dealer, and I’ll find out
who bought it, along with how many others were bought on 4473 form by the same person.

Brady Bill NICS background checks for gun purchases are nothing less than below radar gun
registration data bases. Which are supposed to be illegal according to the 1986 Firearm Owners
Protection Act. So how did Hawaii just get away with making an illegal law mandating actual total
Registration -and having the gall to call it exactly that, ‘Gun Registration’, of ALL firearms in their State,
AND reference that ‘data base’ with the new FBI universal data base on law abiding citizens?

Because the wannabe Island Slaves ‘submitted’ to letting their state dictatorship get away with it,
that’s how! And the urban myth that the NICS data base must be deleted after 72 hours only applies
to the general public according to the FOP act of ’86. NOT to LEO investigations, LOL!

So they really have a permanent registration data base of guns already. But now, with the
Congressional vote, they are going for broke on any and all private transactions to be NICS
background checked, as well? And we all know what history teaches us will happen once ALL gun
ownership is registered?

Cold Hard Truth Be Told 

In an open free society like America, the last one on Earth, by the way, there is simply can't be total
crime prevention or complete public safety. It’s a proven impossibility even in already disarmed
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populates like France!

The reality is that if you want to live in an environment of maximum liberty, free thought, and
unbridled movement and privacy. Then the only thing that you must accept, Representative Hines, is
that there will always be a percentage of violence in a social population that you can do nothing about
it, until the essence of flawed human emotional content can evolve out of its natural violence and
avarice mode through education and self-improved behaviorism.

In other words, NO amount of ANY so called humanitarian public safety crime prevention laws,
administrative mandates, or restrictions will ever work to any imagined or hoped for value producing
levels. And worse, in reality, these specious intentions only represent a more insidious deleterious
opportunity for expanded government power and control motivation.

Just ask Hitler’s propaganda minister. When I listen to BO giving his obligatory ‘guns are always and
forever the problem’ sound bites, I experience a gut-wrench deep in my bowels I never felt even
when being shot at in combat.

Can ‘They’ really actually think we are all that degeneratively gullible? The answer is YES! And they’ll
use that against us to submit us to totalitarian dictatorship.

What About Giving Me Liberty or Giving Me Death?

Well, your freedom, in case you forgot, is fundamentally more important than life. For without it,
there IS NO life. Just verify that with anyone who lived under tyranny. That in itself nullifies their silly
argument that “oh, but if gun control even just saves one life it’s all worth it?”

No, it is not worth it! Because that’s a terrible lie. The facts are that gun control costs more lives
because it endangers people by limiting their ability to optimally protect themselves from bad
humans and, as we’re seeing lately, and even more importantly… bad government. It’s a statistical,
proven fact. More gun control puts more people in danger. Period.

And the other conveniently interpolated re-directed mind control technique the Totalitarian Leftists
like to deploy, is to simply ignore the Constitution any time they feel like It. Or attack it as irrelevant
or archaic.

Even though the fact remains that the 2nd/can't be 'infringed' because it is the law of the land. It is
clear and indisputable that all so-called added gun control laws are illegal because they are
unconstitutional!

There’s not even a need for gun control if the criminal justice system wasn’t so dysfunctional. A more
efficient system would be a far better deterrent than banning any inanimate objects. If a person does
a crime, with or without a weapon, arrest and punish accordingly, depending upon the nature and
level of egregious harm done.

Permanent disarmament bans not only don’t prevent recidivism but they do lay the groundwork for
tyranny. It eventually makes all of us criminals by target focused laws, then subjects us to gun
prohibition, and adds to their creation of the sub-cultural anti-social class of ‘ex-criminals’ we now
have despite no further criminal behavior. And we remain law-abiding and nevertheless still
permanently punished.
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This is not the stuff of a rational society of enlightened higher consciousness. But it is certainly the
‘meat’ in the future feasts of Fascism…

Do You Suck at Being a True American Patriot?

You might… If all you thought about or discussed with anybody this 4th of July weekend holiday
revolved around shooting off some firecrackers, and how much beef and beer you’re going to need
for the face-stuffing contest at the barbecue later. Instead of discussing with your family and friends
and contacting your Representative on each and every bill they vote on this week.

The ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ vote in the House this time could change your little ‘Molon-Labe’ world like you
can’t imagine. All these incessant Totalitarian legislative proposals and bureaucratic mandates are
scaffolding for when Hillary gets in, and starts building her gallows for our liberties faster than her
lying denial of the Benghazi debacle?

“THE END IS NOT NEAR, IT’S HERE NOW. IN FACT, IT’S ALMOST OVER.” -P.J.Klipangle.

Unfortunately, we have a lot going against us. In a ‘Watters World’ caricature where so many of us let
our freedom drift away into the sunset like a beautiful balloon, never to be seen again, and we now
face a not-so- brave new Hunger Games Orwellian world, that could eventually make places like
Somalia seem like an alternative choice.

You see, too many people who work harder at avoiding the social issues that affect them directly in
their wallets, security, and freedom in life, then they do to preserve their liberties. Their battle cry is
‘…give me Apps and AMP Energy drinks or…I’ll just moan and groan.’

So most people just don’t really give a damn about gun control or dystopian privacy invasion. They’d
rather keep their noses buried in their smartphones playing ‘Angry Birds’ during the commercials
interrupting their TV cartoon shows, when they’re not texting mono-syllabic code, or sending porn
selfies to their similarly civically buds somewhere else in the dehumanized vacuum of cyberspace.

So it is up to the rest of us true patriots. Just like it was back in the 1770’s. A minority that saved the
majority. Because right now, it seems like the American Revolution was for nothing.

But If we re-group and stay in the political fight, we CAN still win!

And guess what, my fellow American patriots. Thanks to the way the Framers set it up, you don’t even
have ‘to die for’ your freedoms anymore. All you have to do is get out there… do your duty to get
seriously politically active. And VOTE!

Then maybe the next Independence Day celebration will really mean something again?
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